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In this paper, multimedia intelligent sensing technology is applied to the virtual reconstruction of images to construct or restore
images to the communication media for visual communication. This paper proposes image virtual reconstruction theory based on
visual communication research, treats image virtual reconstruction content as open data links and customized domain ontology,
establishes an interdisciplinary interactive research framework through the technical means of visual communication, solves the
problem of data heterogeneity brought by image virtual reconstruction, and finally establishes a three-dimensional visualization
research method and principle of visual communication. The research firstly visual communication cuts into the existing
conservation principles and proposes the necessity of image virtual reconstruction from the perspective of visual
communication; secondly, the thinking mode of digital technology is different from human thinking mode, and the process of
calculation ignores the emotional and spiritual values, but the realization of value rationality must be premised on instrumental
rationality. This requires a content judgment and self-examination of the technical dimensional model of image virtual
reconstruction on top of comprehensive literature and empirical evidence. In response to the research difficulties such as the
constructivity of visual communication, the solution of image virtual reconstruction of visual communication is proposed
based on the data collection method and literature characteristics. The process of introducing the tools of computer science
into humanity research needs to be placed in a continuous critical theory system due to the uncontrollable and subjective
nature of visual content, and finally, based on the construction of information models for image virtual reconstruction, the
ontology and semantics of information modeling are thoroughly investigated, and the problems related to them, such as
interpretation, wholeness, and interactivity, are analyzed and solved one by one. The transparency of image virtual
reconstruction is enhanced through the introduction of interactive metadata, and this theoretical system of virtual restoration
is put into practice in the Dunhuang digital display design project.

1. Introduction

With the rapid progress of society and the continuous devel-
opment of technology, the world has now fully entered the
information age. The information age, also known as the
digital age, is a period in which the generation and transmis-
sion of digital information is the main mode of operation of
society [1]. Under the impetus of such a development trend,
electronic data has gradually replaced some previously indis-
pensable material elements, the form of production has been
transformed from manual labor to computer manipulation,

the cultural form has been transformed from materialization
to informatization, and the world economic system has been
transformed from physical exchange to digital exchange [2].
It can be said that the widespread use of information tech-
nology has fundamentally changed the functioning of all
aspects of society and has been integrated into different
fields, significantly changing the way of production and life
of human beings. With the application of virtual image
reconstruction, the continuous emergence of new exhibit
forms such as digital exhibits and digital media art has
enriched today’s display methods, and the mode of display
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activities has gradually begun to shift to two-way informa-
tion interaction modes such as interactive experience. Each
change of the times provides a more efficient way to dissem-
inate information and drives the evolution and renewal of
media forms. From oral transmission in ancient times to
written communication in ancient times to radio and televi-
sion in the electric age, each communication era has its
unique form of media. From the technical point of view of
digital media technology, digital media technology is applied
in a wide range of fields, so this article combines its research
scope to collate and summarize the relevant research results
of digital media technology used in the display field. In the
information age, people access information and express
and exchange ideas through different digital technology
devices. The widespread popularity of digital technology
has greatly enhanced the mobility and integration of infor-
mation, and with the maturity of computer technology and
network technology, image virtual reconstruction technol-
ogy has emerged [3].

In the era of more open technology development, prod-
uct competition no longer depends solely on the quality and
price competition but begins to gradually expand to the
brand and corporate image; marketing methods have gradu-
ally become an aspect of competition [4]. With the continu-
ous development and innovation of computer technology,
information network, and intelligent devices, the conven-
tional display methods alone cannot satisfy the contempo-
rary people who are full of various design concepts, so we
need to always walk in the front of technology and seek
more innovative and creative ways to attract people’s atten-
tion [5]. With the application of image virtual reconstruc-
tion, digital exhibits, digital media art, and other new
exhibit forms have emerged to enrich today’s display
methods, and the mode of display activities has gradually
begun to shift to interactive experience and other two-way
information interaction modes. Window adjustment of
two-dimensional images is a necessary operation for medical
image processing. The main reason is the limitation of
human eye recognition. Human eyes can only recognize 16
gray levels, but CT can recognize 2000 gray levels. Degree,
there is a huge gap between the two. The display activities
under the intervention of image virtual reconstruction real-
ize the transmission of information through the two-way
interaction between exhibits and audiences with a multidi-
mensional expression. The development of image virtual
reconstruction technology has entered various fields and
achieved very significant results [6].

The ever-changing digital media technology takes new
technologies such as multimedia technology, virtual reality
technology, and interactive technology to realize the trans-
formation of information dissemination from text to image,
from delayed time to instant, from the one-way transmission
to two-way transmission, which has completely changed the
way of information dissemination, communication effi-
ciency, and communication effect. Every change of the times
will provide a more efficient way of dissemination of infor-
mation and promote the evolution and update of the media
form. From word of mouth in ancient times to written dis-
semination in ancient times, to the electric power dissemina-

tion form of radio and television in the electric age, each
dissemination age has its unique media form. In the infor-
mation age, people obtain information through different
digital technology devices to express and exchange ideas.
With each innovation in media form, we gradually realize
that media technology is not only a tool to carry information
but also a language to express information. In general, the
development of the field of the virtual reconstruction of
images has made great progress, and it is believed that soon
there will be a great breakthrough in this field.

2. Related Works

With the rapid development of computer information tech-
nology, augmented reality has gradually come into people’s
lives. By establishing a relationship between real scenes and
computer-generated virtual environments, augmented real-
ity technology has played a great role in the medical field,
industry, military field, education field, and monument pro-
tection field. Augmented reality (AR) is a brand-new tech-
nology further developed based on virtual reality
technology, first proposed in 1992, which extends the
human visual perception of the real environment by accu-
rately superimposing computer-generated virtual objects or
other auxiliary information into the real scene (three-dimen-
sional registration) and allowing users to interact with this
virtual information fused to the real world in real-time [7].
By establishing a relationship between the real scene and
the virtual environment generated by the computer, aug-
mented reality technology has fully played a huge role in
the medical field, industrial field, military field, education
field, and historical site protection field. It allows users to
interact with this virtual information fused to the real world
in real-time, extending the human visual perception of the
real environment, thus completing the “augmentation” of
the real world. At the same time, thanks to the rapid
improvement in the performance of smartphones, tablets,
and other wearable mobile devices, as well as the increasing
maturity of computer vision and mobile cloud computing
technologies on mobile devices, combined with a variety of
advanced sensors and ubiquitous and stable network con-
nections, augmented reality technology continues to move
towards the more convenient mobile augmented reality
(MAR) direction [8].

The scientific (deterministic and integrity level) process
of 3D visualization documentation has facilitated the crea-
tion of interactive and immersive information models,
enabled by more than a decade of technological develop-
ment, that allow users to visually isolate themselves from
the real world through external devices, thus manipulating
the digital virtual environment and creating a sense of
belonging [9]. These immersive information models trans-
form the digital environment “perception” into a metric of
the real environment. Web-based solutions and applications
enable efficient 3D digitization methods, as well as postpro-
cessing tools for rich semantic modeling. This is a complex
“reverse engineering” where data must be processed without
losing important information such as metadata and interac-
tion metadata [10]. When using interactive solutions for
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mobile devices such as AR glasses, the main considerations
are the limitations of mobile device performance, the visual
interference caused by too many tissue models during sur-
gery, and the single issue of auxiliary information interac-
tion. In medicine, a handheld augmented reality
neuronavigation (AR-IGNS) with three navigation modes
was proposed and built in 2013, which first precisely seg-
ments the tumor target area in the original 2D image of
the patient and then combines the segmented tumor infor-
mation with the actual surgery scene to generate the corre-
sponding navigation image and display it on the iPad to
assist the surgeon in the surgery. Professor Xiaorong Xu’s
team proposed to apply mobile augmented reality technol-
ogy to the treatment of breast cancer surgery and developed
a Google Project Glass-based dual-modality ultrasound and
fluorescence image navigation system and a HoloLens-
based breast reconstruction navigation system to assist doc-
tors in locating and removing anterior lymph nodes, and the
latter to guide physicians in mammoplasty reconstruction
[11]. On June 26, 2017, a complex hip fracture surgery
guided by augmented reality technology was completed,
and a mobile augmented reality surgical planning and navi-
gation system based on the visor ST60 headset was
researched and developed, and a series of calibration algo-
rithms were proposed to improve the problems of insuffi-
cient positioning accuracy, poor intuition, and poor real-
time interactivity in the clinical application of augmented
reality surgical navigation systems.

From the technical perspective of digital media tech-
nology, which is applied in a wide range of fields, this
paper thus collates and summarizes the relevant research
results on digital media technology corresponding to its
use in the field of display, considering the scope of its
research [12]. Distinguishing immersion in the age of dig-
ital media from earlier forms of illusionary art, drawing on
actual works by contemporary artists and groups in the
analysis, it summarizes how the use of technological tools
such as 3D, IMAX, and virtual reality can create immer-
sive illusions and outlines the impact of virtual reality on
the conception of contemporary art, outlines and discusses
information about augmented reality and its functions,
and introduces people to augmented reality from various
perspectives [13]. Functional design is the core part of
the entire mobile augmented reality application develop-
ment, and a good interaction design helps to improve
the overall application display effect. The three-
dimensional virtual model and multimedia resources are
integrated into the application, and the effect of virtual
and real fusion is realized through buttons and human-
computer interaction, and the user experience is improved.
In 2013, we introduced the types of haptic sensors and
described how to build holistic and localized haptic display
systems, brought together the research of advanced practi-
tioners in the VR field, and outlined the main hardware
and software technologies that currently make up. The
main hardware and software technologies that make up
virtual reality systems are described, and the main devel-
opments and issues in the field are elaborated, exploring
how digital media technology tools can be used to incor-

porate olfactory, tactile, and thermal sensations into media
objects, thereby enriching traditional multimedia content
and enhancing immersion [14].

3. Multimedia Intelligent Sensor Image Virtual
Reconstruction Model Design

3.1. Smart Sensor Model Construction. By analyzing the
whole experimental system, the key modules related to it
are introduced in the following, which contain six types of
image acquisition module, recognition tracking module,
3D registration module, virtual-real fusion module, terminal
display module, and human-computer interaction module,
and also, this chapter gives detailed explanations of the key
modules.

(1) Image acquisition module: the image acquisition
module is the first step in the whole system; it is like
the “eyes” of the system, using the camera to acquire
the image in the scene and using the optical compo-
nents inside the camera to obtain the real-world
position and finally store it in pixel representation
and display it through the terminal display device

(2) Recognition and tracking module: the recognition
and tracking module is necessary in augmented real-
ity systems to perceive the real world through cam-
eras, track real scenes in real-time, use features in
the environment for recognition, and clarify the
location and direction of objects, thus enhancing
information about the real world

(3) Virtual and real registration module: the virtual and
real registration module is the core module of the
whole system, its purpose is to draw the virtual
model in the real environment, and tracking regis-
tration is an important step to achieve this process,
usually based on two-dimensional identifiers or cer-
tain features in the field, through the calculation of
the corresponding matrix to achieve the purpose of
real-time registration

(4) Virtual-real fusion module: the virtual-real fusion
module is to seamlessly integrate the computer-
generated virtual objects with the real world, which
includes the optimization of the generated virtual
model and lighting processing, and the accurate
addition of the location of the virtual objects. The
relationship between the key modules of the system
is shown in Figure 1

In the current environment of the scarcity of medical
resources, sometimes, medical staff may need to diagnose
diseases at all times and in all places, and medical staff needs
to use a variety of devices, such as in the office to read films
on PC, and on business trips, off-site consultations or special
emergencies need to use mobile devices such as mobile
phones and pads for office work and also take into account
the existence of different operating platforms for PC and
mobile devices such as Windows, iOS, and Android. So,
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the image viewing solution designed in this paper must be
cross-platform and multidevice support, this paper through
the Web-based approach to achieve cross-platform; the solu-
tion is designed as a pure Web solution, without any instal-
lation [15]. However, in contemporary exhibition activities,
due to the intervention of digital media technology, some
of the information display methods formed by it also show
the characteristics of large scale in addition to the character-
istics of publicity. The exhibition space to accommodate this
kind of exhibition activity is relatively large. If the vertical
free space is not fully utilized, it will form a waste of space
and limit people to a single level for viewing. Part of the
information available in front of you can be obtained in a
way, and it is impossible to fully understand the content of
the display. The browser-side also does not need to install
plug-ins and can independently complete the 2D and 3D
image viewing and interactive operations. When using
mobile devices such as AR goggles, the main consider-
ations are the performance limitations of mobile devices,
the visual interference caused by too many tissue models
during surgery, and the single interaction of auxiliary
information. This is because in intraoperative scenarios,
when choosing to apply mobile device solutions such as
AR goggles, the processing power of mobile devices is
somewhat different from that of PC terminals, resulting
in a certain delay in the model rendering speed, which
affects the real-time tracking display in surgical navigation;
a large number of tissue models are not differentiated, and
if all of them are displayed, they will have an obscuring
effect on the parts that have already passed, causing visual
interference to the medical staff. If only the dangerous tis-
sue models around the surgical path are retained, but not
selectively rendered, the problem of model occlusion will
arise; only obtaining the distance information between sur-
gical instruments and the target tumor, the offset value of
surgical instruments and the surgical path, the minimum

distance of dangerous tissues and other auxiliary informa-
tion without reasonable interactive display will not provide
effective help.
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In the system in which the camera is located, the key
problem to be solved is to place the virtual objects drawn
by the computer in the correct position, through the align-
ment and then achieve the purpose of accurate fusion, so
to clarify the conversion relationship between the various
coordinate systems is the key to achieve this problem.
The meaning of space technology is not simply to mecha-
nize the assembly of installations and space but to inform
and media space at a deeper level. The purpose is to use
the advantages of technology to create an intelligent space
environment, which is fundamentally realized. Communi-
cation between people and space. The whole augmented
reality system mainly involves four kinds of coordinate
systems, respectively, the image plane coordinate system
(image coordinate system), the camera coordinate system
(video camera coordinate system), the physical coordinate
system (world coordinate system), and the virtual object
in the coordinate system (virtual object coordinate sys-
tem). This includes the conversion between real-world
and camera coordinate systems, the conversion between
camera coordinate system and image plane coordinate sys-
tem, and the transformation between virtual coordinate
system and real coordinate system. The conversion rela-
tionship between the four coordinate systems is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Relationship diagram of key modules of the system.
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Windowing of 2D images is a necessary operation for
medical image processing, mainly because of the limitations
of human eye recognition. The human eye can only recognize
16 gray levels, but CT can recognize 2000 gray levels, and there
is a huge gap between the two. This means that the CT value
recognized by the human eye is 125 Hu, which is calculated
by 2000/16. When a doctor looks at a CT slice, he or she can
only distinguish different tissues in the image if they differ
by more than 125 Hu and cannot accurately distinguish those
below 125 Hu. However, the CT values of human tissues and
organs are often between 20 and 50 Hu, whether 20 or 50
Hu is far less than the 125 Hu standard, so the result will be
unrecognizable to the doctor. Windowing is an image display
technique that facilitates the physician’s ability to view differ-
ent densities of tissue structures when diagnostically reviewing
medical imaging slides and is designed to fully utilize the ren-
dering space from 0 to 255, within which important voxel
values aremapped. The basic principle is to obtain the window
widths and window positions that need to be displayed utiliz-
ing preset window widths and window positions and to con-
vert the values within the brightest and darkest ranges of the
display, setting them to the brightest for parts above the gray-
scale range of the window, and vice versa. In mathematical
terms, windowing is the conversion of an image grayscale
value to a screen display value.

Kpi = pi × sl + os: ð2Þ

The current tension between doctors and patients is mainly
due to poor communication. First, there is a huge difference in
the amount of medical knowledge and medical information
held by doctors and patients, whichmakes it sometimes difficult

for patients and their families to understand the specific condi-
tions of patients. Secondly, in traditional doctor-patient com-
munication, patients play a passive role and lack effective
interaction with doctors. The advent of mobile augmented real-
ity technology provides excellent solutions to both problems.
Using the patient’s computed tomography, magnetic resonance
imaging, and other image data, the patient’s lesionmodel is seg-
mented and reconstructed in three dimensions by medical
image processing software, and then, the patient-specific per-
sonalized medical 3D model is presented directly to the patient
or the patient’s family using the MAR system based on the
mobile device side (mobile phone and tablet) [16]. Through
the visual demonstration and operation of the model (pan,
rotate, and zoom) and the doctor’s explanation, the patient will
have a deeper understanding of the condition, and this newway
of medical interaction will make the traditional doctor-patient
communication more simple, clear, and direct. Most of the
existing medical augmented reality systems based on mobile
devices are based on the 3D registration technology of manual
signs and applied to intraoperative navigation, while the 3D reg-
istration technology based on manual signs can only be applied
to scenes with signs, resulting in a limited tracking area, which
not only affects the scope of use of medical mobile augmented
reality systems but also makes the system not convenient and
stable enough. Therefore, in this paper, we choose to use the
ARKit framework of SLAM technology to complete the devel-
opment of a mobile augmented reality convenient display sys-
tem, which can be used by medical personnel to display the
lesion model for patients and their families anytime and any-
where without the limitation ofmarkers. In addition, the system
can also be applied to medical education, so that the complex
structure of two-dimensional medical images on paper is more
conducive to the understanding and memory of learners.
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3.2. Image Virtual Reconstruction Model Design. The design
of multimedia resources contains three parts: audio, video,
and 3D model. Audio is an important component, and this
topic selects the intelligent voice generated by reading aloud
female in the processing of voice and plays the voice by scan-
ning the text to enhance the user’s memory of the text; inte-
grates video elements and plays the promotional video of the
property by scanning the graphics of the property, which has
more visual impact relative to the image; and produces a
realistic virtual 3D model, so that the user can view house
models and indoor roaming without leaving home [17].
Through these multimedia resources, the user can interact
with the computer in real-time, which is a new model of
human-computer interaction. The mobile augmented reality
application consists of three major interfaces, the main
interface, AR scanning interface, and indoor roaming inter-
face; the key to interface design is icon design and interac-
tion design; icon design should have the role of content
orientation and impact while paying attention to the color
and style of unity; interaction design should follow the logi-
cal relationship between the interface and the buttons. The
logical relationship between interfaces is shown in Figure 3.

Functional design is the core part of the whole mobile
augmented reality application development, and good inter-
action design helps to improve the overall application pre-
sentation. The 3D virtual model and multimedia resources
are integrated with the application, and the effect of
virtual-reality integration is achieved through buttons and
human-computer interaction to enhance the user experi-
ence. The functional design of this subject mobile-
augmented reality application contains basic display func-
tions and extended functions: (1) basic display not func-
tion basic display function contains graphic recognition,
voice explanation, model interaction. Graphic recognition
function scans the brochure on [18]. The two-
dimensional house pictures display the corresponding
three-dimensional housing model; you can watch the
house model in 360 degrees; voice explanation function
scans the text content on the brochure, automatically plays
intelligent voice, and enhances the user’s memory of the
text content; model interaction function, by zooming,
rotating, and moving the model, to achieve real-time inter-
action with the model, at the same time, the off-card func-
tion makes the user do not need to point the camera at
the scanned object, which enhances the user’s experience
effect; (2) extended functions include video demonstration,
3D scanning, house roaming, and furniture replacement.
The video demonstration function integrates video ele-
ments into the application, and the promotional video
can be played by scanning the corresponding video intro-
duction image; the house roaming function enables jump-
ing from the bird’s eye view in AR to indoor roaming
through interactive buttons; the furniture replacement
function replaces different materials for the floor through
interactive buttons.

ai =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aX2 + a2y

q
+ g: ð3Þ

Image segmentation technology refers to the process of
segmenting an image into some disjoint regions (segmen-
tation of selected features showing consistency in the same
region) based on features such as grayscale, color, spatial
texture, and geometry and extracting the region of interest,
which is the basis for fields such as image processing and
computer vision. In the medical field, due to the differ-
ences in the imaging principles of medical imaging
devices, the complexity of human anatomy, and the diver-
sity of human tissue and organ shapes, the formation of
images is often affected by, for example, noise, tissue
motion, field offset effects, and local body effects, and thus
has characteristics such as blurring and inhomogeneity,
which brings great difficulties to the segmentation of med-
ical images. To date, there is still no universal medical
image segmentation technique for clinical applications,
but scholars at home and abroad have reached a consen-
sus on the general rules of image segmentation, and a con-
siderable number of research results and methods have
been produced as a result. At present, various medical
image segmentation methods widely used around the
world can be mainly classified into edge-based, region-
based, and combined with specific theoretical image seg-
mentation according to their segmentation characteristics.
The typical ones are threshold segmentation, region
growth, wavelet transform, statistics-based, and Artificial
Neural Network- (ANN-) based methods. Image segmen-
tation technology refers to the segmentation of an image
into several disjoint regions based on features such as
grayscale, color, spatial texture, and geometric shapes
(the selected features of the segmentation show consis-
tency in the same region), and the region of interest is
extracted The process is the foundation of image process-
ing and computer vision. Based on the theory of the above
methods, two types of image segmentation have also
arisen, namely, automatic segmentation and manual seg-
mentation. Automatic intelligent segmentation is mainly
done with the help of high-performance computers’
understanding of medical images and many operations to
complete fully automatic image segmentation; manual seg-
mentation requires human participation in the division
and calibration in advance, and then computer operations
to complete the medical image segmentation.

4. Analysis of Results

4.1. Smart Sensor Model Performance Analysis. In the past,
when the museum exhibition halls were laid out, due to
the size of the physical exhibits and the spatial organization
of the museum in pursuit of economic efficiency and other
factors, thus, the display space was mainly unfolded in the
form of a single-level space so that visitors and exhibits were
always in the same horizontal level, and visitors appreciated
the exhibits from a height perspective in the space. However,
in contemporary display activities, due to the intervention of
digital media technology, certain information display
methods formed by it have the characteristics of publicness
in addition to the characteristics of large scale. The tradi-
tional display space relies on the introduction of sound
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and light elements in the natural environment to create an
environmental atmosphere, while the contemporary display
space can be simulated by technical means, which can be
created in real-time according to the information content
displayed in the space. The corresponding light environment
and sound environment form an on-site atmosphere that fits
the theme. If the vertical space is not fully utilized, it will
form a waste of space, and people are limited to a single level
of viewing; they can only get some of the information in
front of them and cannot fully understand the content of
the display. In addition, the number of viewers in the same
horizontal space at the same time is limited, and digital
media displays hope to attract more people to participate
in them, forming people’s sharing and communication.

T = Ta, Tb, Tc½ �2: ð4Þ

The principle of integration into the technical means, on
the other hand, is reflected in the creation of sound and light
atmosphere. The traditional display space is dependent on
the introduction of sound and light elements in the natural
environment to create the environment atmosphere, while
the contemporary display space can be achieved through
technical means to achieve its simulation, according to the
information content displayed in the space in real-time to
create a light environment and sound environment that ech-
oes it, forming a suitable theme of the scene atmosphere

[19]. The use of intelligent sound and photoelectric technol-
ogy simulates a more realistic scene environment, infecting
visitors from an audio-visual perspective and bringing them
an all-around multilevel experience. At the same time, in the
soundscape atmosphere, in addition to the use of equipment
technology, it is also necessary to take certain architectural
acoustic technology means in equipment arrangement,
reverberation, noise, and other aspects to support the perfect
restoration of technical effects. The principle of integration
mainly promotes the display of space design from two
aspects of materiality integration and sound and light atmo-
sphere creation, enriching the expression of space and form-
ing a new design vocabulary. The shaping of space
differentiation is the main way for landscape installations
to shape the landscape space and stimulate the public to par-
ticipate in the experience. Use a variety of alienation
methods to break the inherent thinking and present a per-
sonalized visual effect. While expressing the design concept,
the landscape installation becomes unique and full of per-
sonality, making the entire landscape space more attractive.
The significance of space technologization is not simply the
mechanized assembly of devices and space, but deeper infor-
matization and mediatization of space, the purpose of which
is to use the advantages of technology to create an intelligent
space environment and fundamentally realize the communi-
cation between people and space. The three-dimensional
display space is not simply to increase the height of space
but to enrich the vertical level of space, vertical organization

Multimedia Video

MultimediaFemale

Application

Property

Generated 

Orientation Computer Computer

Figure 3: Interface logic relationship diagram.
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of visitors’ activity space so that they can participate in the
experience of digital media display with different height per-
spectives in a multidimensional way, to enrich people’s
visual experience.

ϕ = arcsin g xð Þ
g

� �
: ð5Þ

One way to create a vertical three-dimensional display
space model is to use the placement of mezzanine space or
the hollowing out of each layer of space and other tech-
niques to form a display space with multiple layers of “view-
ing platforms” in the vertical direction. The multilayered
space increases the space area that can accommodate the
audience and divides several clear vertical levels in the dis-
play space, which is convenient for the audience to stay. At
the same time, each level is relative. Independent and visu-
ally connected, it allows the people gathered on each plat-
form to view the exhibition from different perspectives
while forming an interactive exchange between the layers,
exchanging the information acquired under their respective
perspectives and thus guiding the flow of visitors between
the layers. For example, in the design of the Kerkrade
Museum in Limburg, the architects created a half-under-
ground, half-above-ground spherical space for the display
of digital images and used the hemispherical part of the
ground floor to form an inverted spherical gallery. To make
full use of the space to accommodate more visitors, a circular
glass platform was inserted to form a mezzanine space to
accommodate the audience, and a staircase was used to form
a link between the levels inside the exhibition hall, so that
people can look down on the dome at different heights in
the space, creating a visual experience as if they were looking
back at the Earth from space, as shown in Figure 4.

The shaping of spatial differentiation is the main way for
landscape installations to shape the landscape space and
stimulate public participation in the experience. The use of
a variety of alienation methods to break the inherent think-
ing presents a personalized visual effect, while expressing the
design concept, so that the landscape installation becomes
unique and individual, making the whole landscape space
more attractive. The intervention of virtual image technol-
ogy provides more means for the shaping of spatial differen-
tiation. In landscape space, strong color contrast will
produce certain visual signals to the public, and in the sub-
jective world of human beings, color also has certain sym-
bolic meaning, cultural meaning, warning meaning, etc.,
according to the designer’s concept of expression and the
needs of the landscape space atmosphere for image color sat-
uration, contrast, and the brightness of different collocation,
to cause different color feelings and connotations to the pub-
lic. In the 2013 Sydney Christmas light show, St. Mary’s
Cathedral became the protagonist of the light show; the
designer used wall projection technology in the church
facade projection show, by changing the color of the church,
so that the audience’s visual experience of the church and
the inner feelings have changed; green projection makes
the church warm and romantic, and when the dark red pro-

jection in the church appears, in the audience’s heart is a
majestic green projection that makes the church warm and
romantic, while when the dark red projection appears in
the church, it creates a majestic visual and inner feeling in
the audience. The meaning of color is complex and has dif-
ferent meanings in different regions, as shown in Figure 5.

The common coordinate systems used in visual-inertial
navigation are the world coordinate system, the camera coor-
dinate system, and the IMU coordinate system. The world
coordinate system is a fixed reference coordinate system, the
camera coordinate system is a coordinate system bound to
the camera with the shooting viewpoint as the coordinate ori-
gin, and the IMU coordinate system is bound to the IMU
device and is a moving coordinate system. Since the recon-
struction method used in this paper is single-view reconstruc-
tion, the camera coordinate system is used as the reference
coordinate system, and the world coordinate system is not
considered, and only the camera coordinate system and the
IMU coordinate system are fused to solve the motion trajec-
tory and pose of the camera in the indoor scene. In pure visual
SLAM, the camera coordinate system of the first frame is gen-
erally used as the world coordinate system. In this paper, the
camera coordinate system of the first panoramic image is used
as the reference coordinate system, and the 3D model recon-
structed from subsequent panoramic images is converted to
the reference coordinate system to realize the stitching of the
model. The layout models reconstructed by single panoramic
images are all in their respective camera coordinate systems
as the reference coordinate systems, i.e., the coordinate sys-
tems of the models reconstructed by different panoramic
images are relatively independent. To realize the stitching of
multiple 3D models, it is necessary to obtain the position rela-
tionship between each model, i.e., the relative position rela-
tionship of each panoramic image shooting viewpoint. When
the IMU device is fixed to the camera device, the relative posi-
tion relationship between the two viewpoints, i.e., the relation-
ship between the two camera coordinate systems, can be
calculated from the IMU data when switching the shooting
viewpoints. The relationship between the two coordinate sys-
tems can be represented by a rotation matrix and a translation
matrix, and the cameramodel between the two coordinate sys-
tems can be converted to the same coordinate system after
obtaining the camera model between the two coordinate sys-
tems to achieve model stitching. This is shown in Figure 6.

In the real scene, the objects in the ground area will
obscure the contour lines of the ground area, resulting in
the incomplete acquisition of the contour line segment of
the ground area. In the ceiling area, there are relatively few
objects and the contour lines are clearer, so it is easier to
obtain the contour lines of the ceiling area. In most indoor
scenes, the top region has the same shape as the ground
region, so the ground region line segments can be mapped
by the ceiling region line segments. The indoor scene model
proposed in this chapter is top and bottom symmetric, i.e.,
the floor region has the same shape as the ceiling region,
but due to the camera height, the mapping of the top and
bottom regions of the indoor scene cannot be done directly
by changing the sign of the vertical coordinates, because
the distance from the camera to the floor is different from
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the distance to the ceiling causes the two regions to be pro-
jected on the image in different proportions. The layout
models reconstructed by a single panoramic image all
use the respective camera coordinate system as the refer-
ence coordinate system, that is, the coordinate systems of
the models reconstructed from different panoramic images
are relatively independent. To realize the stitching of mul-
tiple three-dimensional models, it is necessary to obtain
the positional relationship between each model, that is,
the relative positional relationship of the viewpoint of each
panoramic image. If the camera height and the room
height are known, the projection ratio of the floor area

to the ceiling area in the panoramic image can be
obtained, and the projection ratio can then be used to cal-
culate the contour line segment of the floor area in the
indoor scene.

C2 = RcC1 − T: ð6Þ

4.2. Image Virtual Reconstruction Implementation. The
ARKit-based mobile-augmented reality system for medical
imaging mainly interacts with virtual medical models through
user gestures and contains three main interaction methods:
panning, rotating, and zooming. In the actual interaction
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the reference coordinate system.
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process, the user interaction gestures are essentially two-
dimensional (i.e., the movement of the user’s finger on the dis-
play screen of the mobile device), but the MAR experience
involves three dimensions in the real world [20]. Therefore,
the choice in this system was made to simplify the interaction
between the user and the virtual object by limiting the rotation
of the virtual medical model to a single axis and the translation
range to the plane in which the virtual object was initially
placed. The chi-square coordinate representation is one of
the most important tools in computer graphics that can be
used not only to clearly distinguish between points and vectors
but also to perform affine (linear) geometric transformations.
In ARKit, the representation of flush coordinates is used to
implement linear spatial transformations of virtual objects
through a 4 × 4 transformation matrix with translation matrix
T, rotation matrix Yr (around the Y-axis), and scaling matrix
S. The principle of the gesture interaction algorithm is to con-
vert the change of user-specific gestures on the screen of the

handheld device into the required transformation coefficients
in the affine transformation matrix and then complete the
interactive display of the virtual object.

Ry =

cos θ 0 sin θ 1
0 0 1 1

sin θ 1 −cos θ 0
0 0 0 1

2
666664

3
777775
: ð7Þ

The projection ratio of the ceiling area to the wall area on
the panoramic graphic,Ch is the camera height, Rh is the room
height, and an f , ag denotes the vertical offset angle when the
corresponding points of the ceiling area and the floor area
are projected onto the sphere, respectively. The camera height
and the height of the room scene affect the relationship
between the projection of the ceiling area and the wall area
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on the image. The camera calibration ensures that the hori-
zontal vanishing line in the scene is the x-axis of the image
coordinate system and that the x-coordinate of the image
coordinates of the two points corresponding to the floor and
wall points in a real scene is the same when projected onto
the panoramic image, and the relationship between the y
-coordinates is determined by the projection scale. It mainly
includes three interactive methods: translation, rotation, and
zoom. In the actual interaction process, user interaction ges-
tures are essentially two-dimensional (that is, the movement
of the user’s finger on the display screen of the mobile
device), but the MAR experience involves three dimensions
in the real world. Therefore, this system chooses to limit
the rotation of the virtual medical model to a single axis,
and the translation range is limited to the plane where
the virtual object was originally placed, to simplify the
interaction between the user and the virtual object. This
property is used to calculate the ground contour lines cor-
responding to the contour line segment of the ceiling area
in the image. After determining the contour line segments
of the ceiling and the floor, it is possible to find the ceiling
area and the floor area in the image by the contour line
segments. The closed-loop area enclosed by the contour line
segments is the ceiling area, and in a panoramic image, the
ceiling area contour line segments often span the entire
image. When projected onto the sphere, it appears as a
spherical region made up of several spherical triangles, each
of which is enclosed by a line segment connecting the con-
tour line segment to the upper vertex P of the sphere.
When converted to the image coordinate system, the spher-
ical triangles are represented as image regions above the
contour line segments, combining this property. The ability
to find the ceiling area in an image is shown in Figure 7.

This chapter focuses on a comprehensive verification of
the entire experimental system, using a real-life scenario
built on an experimental platform. The corresponding error
analysis is given for some of the experiments covered in this
paper. In the section on camera calibration, the internal
parameters of the camera are calculated using two calibra-
tion plates. In the image correction section, the symmetry
axis errors obtained for the six images are within 0.3 pixels.
In addition, the two measurements of the long and short
axes of the images before and after correction were com-
pared with a difference of 0.0934 pixels and 0.1229 pixels,
respectively, and the ratio of the two was compared with
the ratio of the length and width of the real artifacts, and
the maximum error value obtained was 0.0018, and the aver-
age error value was 0.0012, which has high accuracy and can
be used for 3D plotting using the bus data obtained by the
algorithm of this paper. Finally, the plotted model is
imported into the real scene to realize the virtual reality
alignment. The object of the experimental study is a rotating
ceramic vase with a maximum circumference of 43 cm and a
height of 23 cm, and the diameter of the belly diameter is
13.6873 cm. The ratio of the maximum diameter length to
the height is calculated to be approximately equal to
0.5954, and the maximum error value is 0.0018, and the
average error value is 0.0012 when compared with the data
in the above table.

5. Conclusion

The progress of digital technology has brought about an
information revolution, the medium of information dissem-
ination has achieved digital transformation, and people can
access the information resources they need through various
means at any time and anywhere. In the context of the intel-
ligent era, development and innovation must be the integra-
tion and innovation of technology and art, technology leads
the transformation of art and design concepts, and technol-
ogy realizes art and design goals. The diversified functions
and experience need of the public in the intelligent era are
the internal driving force that drives continuous innovation
and development. Based on the policy guidance of public
digital culture construction, virtual image technology has
been widely used. Virtual image technology effectively solves
the technical constraints, form constraints, application con-
straints, and site constraints of visual communication and
has the characteristics of digital technology in the intelligent
era, forming a dynamic display, game entertainment, and
auxiliary daily diversified functions, bringing a multisensory
immersive experience of vision, hearing, and touch, thus
enhancing the cultural value and commercial value, making
the visual product better serve the interactive cultural expe-
rience zone. The visual products can better serve the con-
struction of interactive cultural experience zones, enhance
the interactivity and fun of public cultural services, meet
the diversified functional and experiential needs of the pub-
lic, and realize the multisensory immersive experience inno-
vation, emotional experience innovation, service experience
innovation, and commercial value innovation of visual
products.
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